Chemical reactions are responsible for information processing in living organisms. It is believed that the basic features of biological computing activity are reflected by a reaction-diffusion medium. We illustrate the ideas of chemical information processing considering the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction and its photosensitive variant. The computational universality of information processing is demonstrated. For different methods of information coding constructions of the simplest signal processing devices are described. The function performed by a particular device is determined by the geometrical structure of oscillatory (or of excitable) and non-excitable regions of the medium. In a living organism, the brain is created as a selfgrown structure of interacting nonlinear elements and reaches its functionality as the result of learning. We discuss whether such a strategy can be adopted for generation of chemical information processing devices. Recent studies have shown that lipidcovered droplets containing solution of reagents of BZ reaction can be transported by a flowing oil. Therefore, structures of droplets can be spontaneously formed at specific non-equilibrium conditions, for example forced by flows in a microfluidic reactor. We describe how to introduce information to a droplet structure, track the information flow inside it and optimize medium evolution to achieve the maximum reliability. Applications of droplet structures for classification tasks are discussed.
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Introduction
In daily life, everybody can observe the success of information processing based on semiconductor devices. It can be measured by Moore's law [1] saying that the circuit complexity, and thus its functionality doubles in less than 2 years time. On the other hand, it is obvious that the trend predicted by Moore's law cannot be sustained indefinitely. Therefore, despite fantastic progress of the microprocessor industry, there is a motivation to study alternative methods of computing. Unconventional computing [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] is a field of research dedicated to chemistry, physics or biology inspired computational strategies, structures and substrates. In contrast to the conventional computer technology based on von Neumann concept of computer architecture [7] , unconventional computing interprets the natural time evolution of a medium as a series of information processing operations. Of course, in a spatially distributed medium, the time evolution of all regions proceeds simultaneously. As a consequence, typical algorithms executed on an unconventional computer are highly parallel.
It is believed that chemical reactions stand behind information processing performed by living organisms. One can expect that substrates and algorithms used by nature are highly optimized. Mankind is smart, but it is hard to compare less than a century of the progress in computer science with a billion years of continuous optimization of information processing strategies adopted by nature. A naive representation of an animal brain describes it as a structure composed of active centres (nerve cells) that are able to integrate, process and transmit information coded in electrochemical signals. The structure of interconnected cells is crucial for brain functionality. Although brain cells self-develop during embryo evolution, the brain reaches its full functionality after the process of training, when interconnections between cells are established.
Let us focus our attention on a few aspects of information processing strategy mentioned above. In order to follow nature in creation of an information processing device that transforms information coded in concentrations of reagents, we need a chemical medium with highly nonlinear properties that can integrate incoming signals in a non-trivial way. Next, we have to discover non-equilibrium conditions, at which a structure of the medium, useful for information processing applications, can self-develop. And finally, we have to identify factors that modify interactions in the medium and can be used in the process of learning. Of course, it would be ideal if in the laboratory we are able to use the same biochemical processes that are responsible for information processing in an animal brain. However, such approach would be difficult and expensive. Chemical reactions showing qualitatively similar evolution as nerve cells [8] have been studied for many years. In this paper, we imitate the chemical information processing activity considering the well known Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction [9] . Among the reagents of this reaction, one can distinguish activator (HBrO 2 ), the concentration of which can grow autocatalytically at the appropriate conditions, and inhibitors responsible for suppressing the production of activator. The reaction is relatively simple for both modelling and experiment because different states of the medium, corresponding to the oxidized and the reduced forms of the catalyst, have different colours. For properly selected initial concentrations of reagents, BZ medium can show simple or complex oscillations or exhibit excitability [9] . Excitation of a medium, seen as a rapid increase in concentration of the activator and next of the inhibitor, can occur when the concentration of reaction activator exceeds a threshold value or concentration of inhibitor falls below a certain level. For a spatially distributed medium, propagating pulses or different types of spatio-temporal structures can be observed [10] . If a perturbation leading to a high activator concentration is local, then activator diffuses around. Excitation at a neighbouring point can occur if activator concentration at this point becomes sufficiently large. Subsequent excitations of the neighbouring points lead to formation of a propagating pulse of excitation (a spike). A spike dissipates the chemical energy of the medium. In a typical excitable medium, spike shape converges to a stable form independent of the initial conditions. Its velocity approaches a stable value [11] .
Many computational applications of a nonlinear medium relate information with the presence of spikes at selected points of the medium. Having in mind that reaction and diffusion determine the time evolution of excitations, the information processing with such a system is called reactiondiffusion computing [4] . A version of BZ reaction catalysed with a ruthenium complex can be efficiently controlled with illumination [9] , because the blue light activates such a catalyst and leads to production of Br − ions that inhibit the reaction [12] . Under illumination, the excitability of BZ medium decreases. If an unilluminated medium is self-excitable (oscillatory), then oscillation period increases with light intensity. For larger illuminations, the medium becomes excitable. It has a stable steady state directly attracting all small perturbations. However, if a perturbation exceeds a threshold value, then it can grow significantly during the relaxation towards the stable state. For yet larger illumination, the medium becomes sub-excitable. Now spikes can propagate, but are no longer stable and can disappear after a finite time. Finally, a highly illuminated medium does not respond to external excitations and does not allow for wave propagation. Two successful information processing applications, proposed over two decades ago, increased the interest in computing with BZ medium. One of them is the direct application of oscillatory, light-sensitive BZ reaction for image processing [13, 14] . The algorithm is very simple: take a spatially distributed BZ medium, for example in a form of a membrane soaked with the solution of reagents. Project the processed image on the medium for about a minute. Next, switch the illumination off and observe the time evolution of the medium. Initial illumination of regions corresponding to black, grey or white parts of the image are different (cf. figure 1) . Therefore, at illumination stage, concentrations of reagents in the corresponding parts of the medium are different which means that the initial phases of chemical oscillations differ. In an oscillating BZ reaction, the medium colour is related to the phase. As a result, during the natural evolution of the medium such operations like colour inversion, contour enhancement or image smoothing are performed. An example of the time evolution that returns a sequence of transformed images is presented in figure 1 .
After local excitation, spikes expand through the whole excitable medium. Therefore, propagating excitation pulses can be used to track the shortest distance between two points in a labyrinth [15, 16] . The idea is presented in figure 2 . The structure of the labyrinth is projected on the membrane soaked with reagents of photosensitive BZ reaction. The unilluminated labyrinth channels are excitable and support propagating excitation pulses. The illumination outside the channels is so intense that in those regions the medium is non-excitable. The illuminated medium is characterized by a single strongly attractive stable state, so excitations of the illuminated part are quickly damped. Let us consider two points inside the labyrinth (e.g. A and B in figure 2 ). In order to verify if there is a path in the labyrinth with length shorter than L, one can excite the medium at the point A and observe if the excitation at the point B appears before time t = L/v, where v is the velocity of an excitation pulse. The problem is decided within a time that does not depend on the labyrinth complexity. A recent modification of the algorithm [17] allows one to track the shortest path linking the selected points.
The computational applications of BZ medium mentioned above have motivated further studies in the field. In typical applications, a membrane with non-homogeneous chemical properties has been considered. Computational properties of the medium are determined not only by the kinetics of chemical processes, but also by the structure of the medium [18] . Geometries of excitable and non-excitable regions that define the basic logic gates have been described [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In §2, we recall some results illustrating information processing with compartmentalized BZ medium and briefly discuss the construction of XOR gate. However, the structures of presented devices have to be developed by an intelligent designer and there is no room for self-generation of them (although teaching of devices with stiff geometrical structures is possible if feedback is introduced [26] more flexible media in which the structure of medium can be transformed in time [27, 28] . One interesting approach considers droplets containing solution of BZ reagents (BZ droplets) surrounded by a solution of lipids in an organic phase. BZ droplets form a stable structure of interacting nonlinear centres [28] . An excitation can propagate from one droplet to another through a lipid bilayer, thus information coded in excitation pulses can be transmitted between droplets. Moreover, BZ droplets located on a liquid substrate can move. In §3, we discuss how to generate ensembles of BZ droplets in microfluidic reactors, how to code information in oscillation frequency and how to select the strategy of droplet teaching.
Information processing with compartmentalized excitable
Belousov-Zhabotinsky medium
Devices that process information with BZ reaction have been studied both experimentally and in computer simulations. The majority of numerical models of BZ reaction kinetics were derived as simplifications of the Field-Koros-Noyes reaction mechanism [29, 30] . Simulation results presented in the majority of recently published papers are based on the four-variable model [31] and on two-or three-variable Oregonator-type models [32, 33] . The simplest, yet showing a reasonable agreement with experiment, model of a photosensitive, Ru-catalysed BZ reaction is the two-variable Oregonator model [12] :
and
Here, u and v denote the dimensionless concentrations of bromous acid HBrO 2 and of the oxidized form of the catalyst Ru(bpy) 3+ 3 that acts as reaction inhibitor. Model parameters ( , f , q) are selected such that the numerical results look qualitatively similar to the experimental data. In equation (2.1), φ describes the rate of bromide production and is proportional to the applied illumination. Typical experimental conditions are selected such that the unilluminated medium (φ = 0) oscillates. For low light intensity, it becomes excitable so the system of equations (2.1) and (2.2) should allow for propagation of spikes. A very careful tuning of medium parameters (φ) produces wave fragments that do not shrink or expand while propagating over short distances and their shapes depend on initial perturbations [34] . If the medium is exposed to high intensity of light, then it exhibits no nonlinear behaviour, because for φ >> 0 the system of equations (2.1) and (2.2) has a strongly attractive stable state.
In the majority of studies on information processing with BZ reaction, a compartmentalized excitable medium composed of excitable and non-excitable (highly illuminated) regions was considered [18, 25] . Attention was focused on an excitable medium because there are obvious qualitative analogies between the evolution of such medium and of nerve cells. If a perturbation of such medium does not exceed the threshold value, then the system remains at its stationary state and shows no activity that can be interpreted as information processing. Local perturbations that are sufficiently strong can generate spikes propagating through the medium. Of course, the active elements of an animal brain are separated by passive region non-penetrable for the nerve impulses. In reaction-diffusion computing medium, compartmentalization means that apart from the excitable parts, the system also contains non-excitable regions that separate the excitable parts. Such regions can correspond to highly illuminated areas. If excitable and non-excitable parts of the medium are differentiated by illumination level only, then all reagents can freely diffuse between these parts. In simulation, the required structure of excitable and non-excitable parts is defined by space-dependent illumination φ(r) in equation (2.1), whereas all other parameters of the model do not depend on the space variable.
If diffusion of activator is allowed, then non-excitable barriers separating the excitable regions can play an active role in transformations of trains of spikes. A pulse of excitation can pass Snapshots from the experimental realization of a distance sensor [38] . (a) The source: 1 mm thick silver wire placed 2 mm away from the sensor; (b) the source was 12 mm away. The firing numbers are given next to the corresponding channels.
from one excitable region to another if the barrier is narrow. Obviously, a wide barrier is non-penetrable. However, there is a range in barrier widths for which spike penetration is a complex process depending on the angle between spike wavevector and the normal to the barrier boundary. A spike with wavevector normal to the boundary can cross a wider barrier than a spike that propagates parallel to it [22] . It was observed that for a specific range of barrier widths, a frequency transformation occurs, i.e. only a certain fraction of spikes reaching the barrier is able to cross it [35] [36] [37] . The most stable transformation returns the signal at half of the original frequency, but the other firing numbers were also observed.
The fact that a firing number is very sensitive to all parameters of the wave train can be used for sensing distance between the source of excitation and a sensor formed by a set of channels. Experimental results are shown in figure 3 [38] . The medium is composed of an excitable part (dark-non-illuminated) separated from four excitable channels by a non-excitable gap (lightilluminated). The channels operate as a distance sensor. If the gap width is properly selected, then by comparing the frequency of signals in the channels one can extract information on the distance from the source of periodic excitations located somewhere in the excitable part. If the source (a silver wire seen in the left part of the photo) is far away, then the angles between the gap boundaries and wavevectors of excitation rings expanding from the source are almost the same for all gaps. As a result, we observe similar frequencies of signals in all channels. If the source is close to the set of channels, then angles are significantly different, and so are the frequencies of transmitted trains of spikes. As a result, the structure of excitable channels can sense a distance from a source of excitations without measuring it.
A reaction-diffusion medium is also able to integrate signals. As demonstrated in [39] , two excitations produce a stronger perturbation than a single one. A gap separating two excitable channels can be selected such that two pulses propagating in opposite directions along a gap inside the input channel and annihilating after collision can excite the medium in the output channel. On the other hand, a single pulse propagating in the input channel does not produce an excitation at the output [39] . This property can be generalized and we can find parameters of the medium such that an output signal appears only after a certain number of inputs is active. Figure 4 illustrates simulated evolution of spikes, exciting neuron-like structure. The parameters were selected such that this chemical neuron becomes activated only if three or more of its inputs are excited [40] . The geometry of excitable (dark) and non-excitable areas (white); (b) the time evolution of neuron excitation by three arriving stimuli. The medium parameters have been selected such that the neuron is excited by any three stimuli, but no combination of two stimuli can trigger excitation [40] .
The sensor presented in figure 3 illustrates the case where reaction-diffusion medium detects the distance from the source without numerical representation of the result. Applications of chemical media for digital information processing are also popular. The binary representation is the simplest information coding that can be implemented in a chemical excitable medium. A high concentration of the reagent responsible for excitation observed at a given point of space and at a given time represents the logical TRUE state. A concentration below the assumed threshold is interpreted as the logical FALSE. Such binary coding has been considered in the majority of publications on information processing with an excitable BZ reaction [18, 22, 25] . Within such interpretation, a propagating excitation pulse represents a bit of information travelling in space and information is processed in regions of space where pulses interact. An important benchmark for the usefulness of unconventional computing medium is its ability to produce the logic gates [22, 25] . Logic gates are the physical embodiment of Boolean logic operations that form the foundation for digital information processing. Circuits of logic gates can be connected to create machines capable of performing universal computation [41] . Therefore, the demonstration that a functionally complete set of logic gates can be constructed proves that the considered medium can be used to build a universal computer. Studies on logic operations executed by excitation pulses have a long history. Toth & Showalter [19] described logic gates with BZ waves travelling along thin capillary tubes. Steinbock et al. [21] implemented logic gates by 'printing' a catalyst of the BZ reaction onto a facilitating medium. In simulation studies [22, 23] , the construction of logic gates relies upon geometric patterns of non-excitable regions imposed on an excitable area. The gates based on excitable medium and information coded in the presence of excitation pulses can be concatenated to perform complex information processing operations. Time synchronization of input signals can be achieved by adjustment of lengths of interconnecting channels. Adamatzky presented alternative designs by combining the principles of collision-based computing on a precipitating chemical substrate [24, 42] . Figure 5 illustrates the interactions between excitation pulses in a structure of excitable and non-excitable regions that form the XOR gate. The gap widths have been selected such that only the pulses propagating perpendicularly to the gap can penetrate it, whereas the ones moving along the gap cannot activate the medium behind. This example shows that in information processing applications, the geometrical structure of medium is equally as important as the kinetics of reactions involved [18, 25] . Complex information processing operations can be performed even for relatively simple reaction kinetics if the geometrical distribution of regions with high or low excitability level is carefully prepared. In a series of recent papers, Adamatzky and co-workers considered the logic gates, as well as some selected arithmetic operations, executed by a system of sub-excitable discs [34, [43] [44] [45] [46] . Their simulation results were supported by experiments with Ru-catalysed BZ reaction in which the catalyst was immobilized on a membrane and the membrane was placed in a solution of the other reagents of BZ reaction [46] . Areas of low-intensity illumination formed sub-excitable interiors of discs. A transition from rectangular channels forming a logic gate like that in figure 5 to discs was motivated by research on ensembles of droplets as an information processing medium [47] .
Information processing with Belousov-Zhabotinsky droplets
Devices described in §2 were based on the geometry of excitable and non-excitable areas invented by a human designer. However, structures interesting for information processing applications can spontaneously appear in a ternary system at specific concentrations of oil, water solution of BZ reagents and surfactant. For example, double-diamond structure represents a set of centres connected with four nearest neighbours and resembles a simple neural network. Such structure can self-generate at specific thermodynamic conditions. At the conditions where this phase is the only thermodynamically stable one, it will expand through the whole medium. Moreover, the thermodynamic stability guarantees that broken connections between centres are re-established. If we find a computing application of a chemical medium in a double-diamond structure, then the resulting system will have properties of self-growth and self-repairing. However, as far as we know, no computing application of such structure has been reported yet. Nevertheless, the idea of using a multicomponent medium containing an active component, a non-excitable organic phase and a stabilizing surfactant sounds so attractive that studies in this direction have been carried out for many years. Here, we concentrate our attention on the simplest system of that kind: droplets containing solution of BZ reagents in an organic phase. Experiments on micelles and droplets encapsulating BZ medium [48] [49] [50] [51] started a new trend in chemical information processing. The presence of a lipid layer does not change the kinetics of millimetre-size BZ droplets with mallonic acid as a reactant. It has been observed that droplets stabilized by lipids or surfactants can communicate [28, [49] [50] [51] [52] and their time evolution resembles operations performed by an artificial neural network. If asolectin lipids are used, then excitatory coupling is observed. Information between droplets is transmitted by excitation pulses that can propagate through a separating lipid bilayer [28] . Arrays of millimetre-size BZ droplets can be assembled by hand-pipetting; however modern microfluidic devices offer more efficient droplet generation methods.
(a) Generation of Belousov-Zhabotinsky droplets in microfluidic reactors
Microfluidics facilitates massive production and precise manipulation of droplets inside microchannels from nanolitres up to microlitres in volume. Recently developed techniques [53, 54] enable generation of droplets on-demand by using valves to control the flows on a chip in real time. This method allows for formulation of arbitrary sequences of droplets with specified volumes and for assembling them into structures of well-defined topology (networks) [54, 55] . In our experiments, we used a combination of flow control and confinement to generate structures of a few droplets. We used a recently reported method [54] of encapsulation of multiple droplets containing aqueous solution (cores) inside a single oil capsule (shell). The layout of microfluidic chip is illustrated in figure 6a. Two narrow channels supplying immiscible phases met at a T-junction at which the aqueous phase broke into droplets inside the oil phase (5 mg ml −1 solution of asolectin in hexadecane). This segmented flow was subsequently cut and transported as a plug downstream by the third carrier phase (fluorinated fluid 3M Novec 7500; in order to prevent wetting of the walls by both water and oil we used a commercial coating of 3M Novec 1720), immiscible with both water and oil. Encapsulation of the aqueous phase by oil occurred spontaneously due to complete wetting of water by oil occurring because of sufficiently low water-oil and oil-carrier interfacial tensions (as compared with water-carrier tension). The channel downstream of the junction diverged in width such that the cores inside the plug moved closer towards each other and finally touched as the plug moved downstream. We chose the volume of the cores to be large enough as compared with the width of the outlet channel so that all the droplets always touched the walls of the channel and maintained their linear order without rearranging towards a more compact three-dimensional structure.
Injecting the BZ solution directly into the channels on the chip resulted in immediate precipitation of bubbles of gas as a side product of the reaction. Compression and decompression of the bubbles occurring due to jumps in pressure caused by opening and closing of the valves resulted in residual flows impossible to control or predict. This in turn spoiled control over the generation of droplets. However, the precipitation of gas stopped as soon as the droplets got encapsulated inside the oil phase. Accordingly, we decided to split the substrates of the BZ reaction into two separate streams (figure 6a) which mixed on the chip just upstream of the junction such that the solution got in contact with oil almost immediately after mixing. By using this method, we never observed bubbles and recovered full control over formation of droplets.
(b) Frequency coding of information in Belousov-Zhabotinsky medium
The construction of logic gates with compartmentalized excitable medium described in the previous section can be applied to BZ droplets, but the recent experiments performed within the NEUNEU project [47] have shown that it is difficult to control a stable network with excitable BZ droplets. On the other hand, it is relatively easy to make a structure composed of interacting droplets containing oscillatory medium. It is also easy to fix required period of oscillations by selecting proper concentrations of reagents. These experimental facts encouraged us to introduce a new concept of information coding based on frequency of local oscillations.
Numerical simulations confirmed by experiments predict that high-frequency oscillations can expand through the medium composed of oscillatory droplets analogously to expansion of excitations in an excitable medium [56] . The phenomenon is illustrated in figure 7 where the time evolutions for different sets of droplets generated in a microfluidic reactor are shown. It is known that frequency of oscillations depends on the droplet size [56, 57] . It seems that a few different phenomena can be responsible for this effect. In [57] , the effect is explained by reactions between organic radicals and oxygen diffusing from the oil phase. Our experiments on the influence of droplet size on oscillation period in separated droplets were performed for different concentrations of BZ reagents and another type of oil (decane). We observed a significant increase in oscillation period for droplets with diameters below 1 mm. The same effect was observed in both aerobic and anaerobic conditions. In the latter case, decane was argonated for 30 min and the experiment was performed in an argon atmosphere. Therefore, we believe that in our experiments, activator diffusion into the oil phase was responsible for the decrease in oscillation frequency. The escape of activator decreases its concentration inside a droplet. The process becomes more important for large surface-to-volume ratio. As a result, if a droplet is small then the time to reach activator concentration necessary for self-excitation is longer. There is a range of droplet sizes in which smaller droplets oscillate with a lower frequency than the larger ones. Figure 7 shows space-time plots for a sequence of droplets encapsulated inside a single plug of oil (hexadecane). In order to analyse time evolution inside them, we plotted the observed intensity of a blue colour along the horizontal line connecting the centres of the droplets, indicated in figure 7a , as a function of time. Initially, the droplets oscillated independently and with different periods. After approximately 10 min, the chemical connections between the droplets were established and the chemical waves started propagating through the structure, i.e. the oscillations of all the droplets became synchronized. Seemingly, the droplet with the shortest period of oscillation initiated the train of pulses propagating through the medium. The results shown in figure 7a correspond to droplets with equal volumes. In the second experiment (figure 7b), we modified the structure such that the droplet on the right had a volume two times larger than the remaining ones. In this case, we also observed initially independent oscillations followed by gradual synchronization of all droplets. After approximately 15 min of the experiment, we observed a stationary state, i.e. waves initiated by the large droplet propagated through the whole structure. The dominance of the large droplet was observed to be independent of its position in the structure (figure 7c). In the case of two large droplets placed at both ends of the chain (figure 7d), we observed a stationary state (or quasi-stationary) in which independent waves were simultaneously initiated at both ends. The waves met approximately at the middle of the droplet sequence and annihilated. These examples demonstrate that interconnected droplets finally oscillate with the same frequency imposed by the fastest oscillating unit.
Having in mind the analogies between expansion of high-frequency oscillations between oscillatory droplets and spike propagation in an excitable medium, we can introduce frequencybased Boolean information coding. High-frequency oscillations at a point of a medium correspond to the logic TRUE state, whereas low-frequency oscillations represent logic FALSE. It has been shown that the logic gates for signals coded in oscillation frequency can be constructed [56] . Therefore, such coding is universal and can be applied to any oscillatory medium. Obviously, processing information coded in frequency is much slower than in the case of information coding with the presence of excitation pulses. In the second case, the output state is known immediately after an excitation pulse arrives, whereas the output of the system in which information is coded in frequency of oscillations should be observed for a number of periods to decode its state. Despite its slowness, the frequency coding allows one to process information with oscillatory medium, where the coding based on the presence or absence of excitation pulses does not work.
(c) Strategy of training for Belousov-Zhabotinsky droplet-based classifiers
Although it was shown that chemical processing of information is universal, and all logic gates can be constructed from a reaction-diffusion medium, neither the speed of such gates nor their size can compete with modern silicon computers. Here, we focus on chemical computers that can perform a complex classification function, i.e. that can discriminate a class from a number of input parameters. Usually, a classification problem is related with a database that includes a fraction of the possible cases. Each logic gate can be seen as a classification problem for which the database is complete and the class is the gate output. We demonstrate that chemical classifiers can be formed by individual training applied to a common structure of interacting, nonlinear centres. In a classification problem, an object is assigned to a given output class (category) based on a set of attributes called predictors. The predictor values are provided as inputs to an algorithm performing the classification task and the algorithm's result indicates to which output class the input data belong. A high-accuracy classification algorithm can be obtained as the result of teaching process. Typically, a dataset contains a number of test cases with known output classes that can be used to test the progress of the training. This approach is mainly used in machine learning techniques where the final algorithm is implemented for standard, silicon computers. In the following, we demonstrate that a similar training strategy can be adopted for designing reliable chemical classifiers.
A chemical classifier can be implemented in a network of interconnected oscillatory BZ droplets. In such a system, the values of predictors describing a single test case are translated to input signals applied to droplets working as inputs of the network using an external factor controlling the BZ reaction (e.g. light illumination). Then, interactions between chemical excitations in the medium are responsible for information processing. The time evolution of chemical activity inside the network can be traced and used as the output signal. Due to the continuous, spatial and temporal character of chemical excitations, a large number of different interactions between the droplets are possible and the output signal can be very complex. Therefore, the system answer in such a form can be difficult to interpret.
In order to reduce the complexity of the signal, the time evolution in a single droplet is transformed into a discrete form as shown in figure 8 . In such an approach, time is divided into a series of intervals (frames) with length t. The frames in which a droplet was in the excited state are marked with symbol 1, whereas the other ones, corresponding to the reduced droplet state, are labelled as 0. Note that usually, the concentrations of BZ reagents do not change uniformly in the whole droplet volume and thus also spatial discretization should be applied. In the simplest scenario, one can assume that a droplet in which a chemical excitation propagates (even if it covers only a small area) is assigned to be in the excited state, whereas the absence of excitation corresponds to the reduced state. Such an approximation accurately describes a network of small droplets (less than 1 mm) in which the changes of concentrations are uniform. For larger droplets, more complicated discretization types can be considered. Finally, the discretized signal is represented by a string of symbols 0 and 1, called an excitation pattern.
The quality of a droplet-based classifier is measured by a fitness function, which takes the answer from all the test cases of the considered dataset as an argument. Defining a fitness function in a system with complex output signals can be an intricate task. In the case of a droplet network, to extract the result of computations, typically one has to determine first how the information is coded in the excitations. This can be difficult to predict, as we do not know how the network performs its computations. A solution for this problem can be an encoding-independent fitness function, based on the concept of mutual information originated from information theory. In such an approach, the fitness of a chemical classifier is defined as the mutual information between the output signal and the expected output of the dataset. Let us define a probability distribution of discretized excitation patterns in a droplet (i) as P i and the distribution of output classes in the considered dataset as P o . Then, the mutual information between the signal from the droplet and the dataset is calculated with following equation:
where H(P i ) and H(P o ) are the Shannon entropies of the spike pattern distribution in droplet (i) and the distribution of output classes in the considered dataset, respectively. H(P i , P o ) is the joint entropy of both distributions. The droplet with the highest correlation with the dataset becomes the output of the classifier. It means that the signal appearing in this droplet contains the maximum information about the cases from dataset, and thus it can be used for classification. The fact that one finds a droplet giving the best answer does not solve the problem completely. An additional effort needs to be made by the observer to interpret this signal and to find a useful classification rule which can be difficult [58] . Note that in the approach presented here, the output of the network is limited, for simplicity, to a single droplet. However, for more complicated classification problems, one can consider signals combined from multiple droplets. In a randomly selected classifier, one can expect random interactions between droplets so that no useful computation is expected. In order to implement a certain functionality into the network (like the classification ability), one has to adjust the parameters of the network using external factors influencing the chemical excitations. Here, we assume that each droplet of the network can be individually controlled by inhibiting the reaction inside in a specified time interval [0, t (inh) ]. In this interval, a droplet cannot self-excite or be triggered by its neighbours. Note that here the inhibition is applied from the beginning of droplet evolution, however one can consider a more complicated scenario where also the start of the inhibition is a separate control parameter. One can apply different control methods with large numbers of parameters depending on the considered dataset complexity. Note also that this approach allows one to keep the geometry of the classifier constant, whereas its function can be determined only by a proper selection of control parameters.
Let us consider a network composed of N droplets. If each droplet is controlled only by one parameter, then its functionality is described by the set of continuous parameters G = using standard engineering techniques. Therefore, it seems reasonable to choose a teaching strategy based on evolutionary techniques. In such an approach, at the beginning an initial population of networks (individuals) with randomly generated control parameters is created. Then, the fitness of each network is evaluated and the individuals with the highest fitness are copied into the parental population, whereas the others are discarded. Next, a number of randomly selected parents replicate, i.e. their control parameters are combined to create an offspring individual. In the next step, some of the control parameters of the offspring are mutated randomly in order to avoid quick convergence towards the closest local maximum. Repeating the recombination and mutation operations a number of times yields an offspring population and the evaluation process starts again. The whole evolution scheme is repeated until a termination criterion is fulfilled, for example a certain fitness is obtained or the maximal number of generations is reached.
Here, we demonstrate an implementation of a BZ droplet classifier as a two-dimensional network, composed of 25 photosensitive BZ droplets arranged in a 5 × 5 grid as shown in figure 9 . In order to modify the functionality of the network, an optical control is incorporated. Using blue light illumination, excitations in each droplet are inhibited individually in a time interval [t 0 , t (illum) ]. Note, however, that in the approach presented below, not only t illum but also the number and positions of the input droplets are used as control parameters so the final genotype
where D in is a vector containing information about the inputs. In the network, we consider three droplet types: input, normal and output (figure 9b). They are distinguished according to their functionality in the network. Each droplet is assigned either an input or a normal type. For a droplet i of the normal type, t 0 = 0 and the excitations inside are inhibited during the illumination time t (i) illum . For an input droplet, the control parameter t (i) illum is not used and its illumination time is proportional to the value of the corresponding predictor. The output droplet is the one that shows the maximum value of I(P i : P o ). By adjusting the illumination of normal-type droplets and by a proper selection of inputs, the network is trained to correctly classify the maximum number of test cases from a given dataset. During evolution, networks with different genotypes are selected, recombined, mutated and evaluated. A typical result of the fitness evolution of a BZ droplet classifier is presented in figure 9a . Here, we used the CANCER database from [59] . This database contains 699 records, with 458 (65.5%) benign and 241 (34.5%) malignant cases. One can observe that the amount of mutual information increases quickly in the initial part of the evolution and stabilizes after a certain number of generations. The evolved network that allows for the successful classification of the considered dataset is presented in figure 9b . Proper interpretation of the signals registered at the output droplet gives a high classification accuracy, exceeding 90%.
Conclusion
Nature has integrated chemistry-based computing activity performed by living organisms with data inflow and execution of output actions. From the human viewpoint, reaction-diffusion computing nicely fits into the field of heterotic computing, because information is processed by chemical reactions, whereas input, readout and teaching are executed through external factors that can control reaction rates or extract information on concentrations of reagents involved.
In this paper, we summarized a couple of ideas on applications of reaction-diffusion computing with a nonlinear medium. It seems that a multiphase medium, with self-organized structure of active centres is the most promising. For experiments with compartmentalized medium, we need structures composed of many droplets with controlled sizes and compositions. Thus, future research in this field should most likely benefit from the progress in microfludic techniques. At the moment, there is probably no other experimental technique that can produce a multi-droplet structure with required properties of individual droplets.
It sounds nice to claim universality of reaction-diffusion computing; however chemical logic gates will probably never reach the speed of modern semiconductor circuits. Similarly, the brain [59] . Circles represent droplets in a network. The brightness of blue colour is proportional to the time at which a droplet was illuminated. The relation between illumination time and blue colour intensity is shown on the vertical bar. If no blue colour is visible, then the droplet was active from the beginning of the experiment, whereas high intensity corresponds to illumination time close to the total simulation time. The amount of mutual information contained in each droplet is marked with a red colour in the form of a pie chart where the sector size is normalized to the maximal value of mutual information that can be obtained from employed inputs. The output droplet is marked with a wide, black border and the numbers of the input droplets correspond to the predictor number in the dataset.
does not compete with the simplest calculator in multiplication speed, but still outperforms the fastest computers in three-dimensional orientation applications. We believe that classifiers based on chemical processes belong to the class of applications where chemistry-based computing seems especially important. Here (figure 9), we have illustrated that an arbitrarily selected structure of droplets can reasonably perform a classifying function after a proper teaching procedure is applied. We can imagine a smart drug with a chemical classifier built into the surrounding membrane. If a number of signals from sensors send warnings about the presence of an infected cell in its neighbourhood, then the classifier generates an output signal that opens the membrane and releases the drug. Note that such chemistry-based classification computers are able to integrate various types of information from several sources, while typical sensors used in medicine are sensitive only to a value of a single parameter. Chemical engineering is another field of potential applications for the classification computers. are highly nonlinear and show oscillations, excitability and complex spatio-temporal evolution. These phenomena can be used for information processing [60] . Therefore, one can imagine a smart catalyst that, besides its primary function, has the ability to control the conditions under which it operates and sends a warning signal when necessary. Of course, the future developments of reaction-diffusion computing depend on solution of many problems. For example, each BZ droplet can be regarded as a batch reactor whose activity terminates when reagents are consumed. For a sustained operation, the inflow of reactants and the outflow of products should be ensured. The chemical reactions considered in this paper are missing the START/STOP switch. Thinking about real applications, we should add such control on information processing activity. But it seems that nature has also not solved this problem yet. . .
